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INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes an evaluation of commu-
nity policing in Chicago. Although Chicago was 
not the first city in the US to adopt community 
policing, it is among the largest. The city devel-
oped a program that reorganized the work of 
patrol officers to tie them more closely to the com-
munity, incorporated the public in identifying 
priority neighborhood problems, and coordinated 
the work of an array of city agencies in order to 
address those problems. It was dubbed ‘CAPS’, 
for Chicago’s Alternative Policing Strategy. After 
a brief planning period the program began in 5 (of 
25) test police districts in April 1993. By March 
1995, important elements of the initiative were in 
place throughout the city. A team of academic 
researchers headquartered at Northwestern 
University, which is close to Chicago, became 
involved in evaluating this effort during its plan-
ning phase. Over the years more than 75 faculty 
students and researchers worked on the evalua-
tion. Regular reports and three books resulted 
from the project. The first (Skogan and Hartnett, 
1997) analyzes the political origins of the pro-
gram, its planning and implementation, how the 
city staffed and paid for it, and the impact of com-
munity policing in the five test districts where it 
was first set in motion. The second (Skogan et al., 
1999) assesses the program’s problem-solving 
component. It presents a detailed, on-the-ground 
description of police and community problem 
solving efforts in 15 selected areas of the city. The 
final book (Skogan, 2006) describes the develop-
ment of community policing in Chicago over a 

12-year span, and examines trends in crime, fear 
and satisfaction with policing in the city’s diverse 
neighborhoods.1

This was not the first evaluation of neighborhood-
oriented policing, or something resembling it. In 
the early 1980s I was involved in studying a pre-
cursor to many of the community policing pro-
grams that came later. In that project, police in 
Houston, Texas, and Newark, New Jersey, tried to 
engage with the public by opening storefront 
offices, distributing newsletters, and going door to 
door to inquire about local problems. In Houston, 
a team of officers was trained in community 
organizing, and another provided new support for 
crime victims. Newark experimented with foot 
patrols, a neighborhood clean up, opening schools 
at night to provide recreational opportunities for 
youths, and aggressive order maintenance efforts 
on busses and busy street corners (Pate et al., 
1986).

The research design and many of the survey 
questionnaires our team used in Chicago drew 
from that experience. So too did our interest in the 
impact of community-oriented policing on a broad 
range of outcomes, including fear of crime, disor-
der reduction, physical decay and community 
self-help. It was apparent in both Houston and 
Newark that engaging the public brought new 
issues to the fore, and that a narrow focus on tra-
ditional measures of crime victimization would 
miss many important aspects of ‘public safety’ 
more broadly conceived. The evaluation strategies 
employed in Houston and Newark influenced 
ensuing studies of community-oriented policing 
in a long list of cities. The findings of many of 
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these investigations, which took place between 
1986 and 1990, are summarized in Skogan 
(1994).

Many more studies of community policing 
appeared in the 1990s, but they were released only 
after we had launched our work in Chicago. As we 
began, the Vera Foundation published an evalua-
tion of the assignment of dedicated neighborhood 
officers in New York City (McElroy et al., 1993), 
and Sadd and Grinc (1993) issued a comparison of 
community policing projects in eight US cities. 
Studies then appeared describing projects in 
Australia, Britain and Canada. In the UK, Trevor 
Bennett (1991) evaluated a pioneering fear-
reduction project that was conducted in both 
Birmingham and London. Fifteen years later, the 
Home Office was busily replicating many aspects 
of the program and the evaluation in communities 
all over England and Wales (Quinton and Tuffin, 
2007). Meanwhile, an edited collection by Dennis 
Rosenbaum (1994) provided an outlet for a large 
number of studies that had been completed but 
were as yet unpublished.

As all of this research activity suggests, com-
munity policing was being widely adopted. The 
concept was proving immensely popular with the 
public, and thus with politicians, and as a result 
few police chiefs wanted to be caught without 
adopting something they could point to and call 
community policing. Chicago was no exception.

This chapter describes the evaluation and some 
of what we found. Early sections introduce the 
evaluation and the program, and review the kinds 
of data we gathered to assess its major compo-
nents. There is a discussion of general issues that 
drove the design and execution of the project. A 
final section places the findings for Chicago in 
larger context, comparing them with the results 
of evaluations of other community policing 
initiatives.

THE EVALUATION

Because of its magnitude, the developmental 
nature of the project, and its decentralized charac-
ter, it was important to understand what the pro-
gram actually looked like in the field, as well as to 
systematically assess how effectively it addressed 
the city’s problems. These twin interests called for 
two kinds of evaluations, and we did both.

Process evaluations examine program design 
and implementation. They document a program’s 
‘theory’, or how its developers thought it was sup-
posed to have an impact. Process evaluations also 
document the actual implementation of the pro-
gram, for there is often a gap between plans and 
reality. Uncovering what really happened on the 

ground is particularly important in the case of 
community policing. In Chicago, as in many 
cities, the program involved decentralizing author-
ity and responsibility, moving it out of police 
headquarters and down the organizational hierar-
chy. Especially in the early years, this inevitably 
led the program in different directions, depending 
upon neighborhood conditions. It turned out that 
sometimes we knew more than the senior manage-
ment about how key elements of the program were 
evolving. At the same time, community policing 
challenged many deeply rooted ‘business as usual’ 
aspects of the organization. The program was not 
initiated by the department; rather, it was imposed 
on it by the city’s political leaders, who were 
responding to public concern about crime and dis-
satisfaction with policing in the city. Thus there 
was ample reason to fear that officers and com-
manders would fall back upon their familiar rou-
tines when no one was watching, and our early 
reports frequently concluded that the organization 
was not properly structured to ensure that the 
city’s plan was actually being carried out. 
It almost collapsed in 1999, and our report that 
year warned that ‘CAPS is dead in the water’. The 
ensuing crisis lead to a successful re-engineering 
of supervision and accountability processes in 
the organization, and the program weathered the 
storm.

Impact evaluations analyze the effects that pro-
grams have on the problems that they target, and 
look to see if they have unexpected or unintended 
consequences as well. As I describe below, one 
thing we feared was that there would be unequal 
outcomes by race. The strength of an impact 
evaluation is dependent upon its design and how 
well it measures what the program might accom-
plish. This chapter describes how we took advan-
tage of the trial run of the program in a few 
districts, plus a (rare) opportunity to gather bench-
mark data before the program actually began, to 
assess the impact of community policing in a 
diverse set of neighborhoods. Later, after the pro-
gram expanded to encompass the entire city, the 
evaluation focused in detail on how specific com-
ponents of the program were working, while it 
continued to monitor trends on a broad set of out-
come measures.

THE PROGRAM

Police departments embracing community polic-
ing typically adopt three inter-related organiza-
tional strategies: they (a) decentralize and adopt a 
local neighborhood orientation, (b) facilitate com-
munity input in defining and prioritizing their 
activities, and (c) adopt a broadly focused, 
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problem solving orientation toward their work. 
CAPS encompassed all three of these program 
elements.

Decentralization

Chicago’s first move was to reorganize the work 
of its patrol officers to support community polic-
ing. Small teams of officers (usually nine, plus 
part of the time of a supervising sergeant) were 
given round-the-clock responsibility for each of 
the city’s 279 small police beats. The emergency 
911 system was reconfigured, effectively restruc-
turing the daily routines of thousands of patrol 
officers. The system prioritizes dispatching in a 
way that keeps team officers concentrated on their 
beat, often with some ‘unassigned’ time available 
for getting out of their cars to attend meetings and 
talk with residents, merchants and building man-
agers. Officers assigned to beat teams are expected 
to engage in identifying and dealing with a broad 
range of neighborhood problems in partnership 
with neighborhood residents, community organi-
zations and other city agencies. Beat team officers 
regularly attend public meetings that are held 
monthly with local residents. There they review 
their progress on problems and discuss emergent 
issues. Other police units were decentralized, so 
that local commanders had somewhat more con-
trol over investigators and gang-crime specialists 
and could integrate their efforts with plans being 
developed at the grassroots level.

One tool for evaluating how this new turf orien-
tation was working was surveys of police officers. 
During the course of the evaluation we surveyed 
about 13,600 police officers, some undoubtedly 
more than once. To control our costs, question-
naires were distributed in group settings, either at 
the roll-call meetings held when officer’s shifts 
began or when they gathered for training sessions. 
We found that officers surveyed before the pro-
gram began were quite dubious about the com-
munity policing enterprise, as were their immediate 
supervisors, but that both groups grew more posi-
tive over time. At almost every point their reac-
tions to community policing were tied to race; 
African-American officers were the most optimis-
tic about CAPS, while white officers were more 
skeptical by a very large margin. White officers 
felt welcome at public meetings where most of the 
residents attending were white, but otherwise 
were uneasy. Latino officers felt less welcome at 
meetings hosting a large proportion of Spanish-
speaking Latinos; apparently, Spanish-speakers in 
attendance were making heavy demands on them. 
On the other hand, the views of African-American 
officers were unaffected by the racial composition 
of the meetings they attended, and a large majority 

felt welcome everywhere. Initially, most officers 
suspected that other city agencies would not help 
out with their problem-solving projects, but later 
reported that they did. Over time, the surveys 
revealed a host of program glitches; for example, 
that sergeants were not intervening to make the 
new dispatching system work, and the brief meet-
ings that were to be held between team officers 
beginning and ending their work shifts were a 
waste of time.

We used data on individual police officers to 
monitor the department’s ability to manage the 
process of linking beat officers with community 
residents. An anticipated feature of CAPS was 
that residents would come to know the officers 
who regularly attend beat meetings, and the offic-
ers would also be the ones that answered calls and 
could be seen around the neighborhood. On their 
part, beat team officers needed to stay in one place 
long enough for residents to meet and learn to 
trust them. Time would also help officers develop 
a personal sense of ‘ownership’ of their turf and 
develop an ethos of teamwork.

However, police in Chicago regularly bid for 
their district and shift assignment by seniority. In 
addition, personnel transfers, vacations, relief 
duties, court appearances, and compensatory time 
off made it hard to maintain staffing stability. The 
resulting turnover of officers from public meeting 
to public meeting did not go unnoticed, and both 
regular attendees and community organizations 
periodically complained about it. To assess the 
department’s ability to make stable assignments 
happen, we examined the brief reports that are 
filed about each beat meeting and recorded the 
unique employee identification number of each 
officer listed as present. For example, during 
1998, an average of five to seven police attended 
each beat meeting, and during the course of the 
year 4,650 different officers showed up for at least 
one meeting. Beats meet an average of ten times 
per year, so officers were classified as ‘regular 
participants’ if they attended at least five meetings 
in a beat during that period, a generous standard. 
By this standard, 14 percent of beats did not have 
any regular officers at all. We judged that only 
one-third of the beats had adequate personnel sta-
bility, with at least five officers attending meetings 
regularly. Continuity of officer participation in 
beat meetings was far from random. In particular, 
poor African-American areas least often had a full 
compliment of regular participants; only 26 per-
cent of those beats had five regularly attending 
officers. Beats in predominately Latino areas did 
not do much better (28 percent). Better-off African-
American beats did better still; 42 percent of those 
beats saw a large complement of officers on a 
regular basis. On the other hand, more than 
60 percent of predominately white, middle-income 
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beats had five or more police officers attending 
meetings on a regular basis.

We tried to use data on emergency calls from 
the dispatching center to assess stability of assign-
ment, but it was in terrible shape. Until the late 
1990s, information on each call and dispatch was 
handwritten and passed around the dispatching 
center on paper slips, then later punched on cards 
for bulk processing on a computer with vacuum 
tubes. Neither we nor the police could get a clear 
handle on the effectiveness of CAPS’ reorganiza-
tion of the dispatching of beat teams until they 
acquired new information-processing capacity. 
The goal was to keep beat teams on their beat 70 
percent of the time, and the actual figure turned 
out to be 68 percent.

Engaging with the public

In Chicago, the primary mechanism that police 
have for engaging with the public is beat meet-
ings. These are regular – usually monthly – 
gatherings of small groups of residents and a 
number of the officers who actually work in the 
beat. The meetings are held at night in church 
basements, park buildings and hospital cafeterias 
all over the city. During the evaluation an average 
of 6,700 residents attended about 250 meetings 
each month. They met with an average of five to 
seven police officers, most of whom regularly 
patrol in the area. Police serving in specialized 
units, such as gang teams or detectives, are often 
present as well, along with a representative of the 
district’s neighborhood relations unit. Meetings 
are sometimes attended by representatives of the 
city’s service departments and area community 
organizations, and the local aldermen’s staff. Most 
meetings are co-led by a civilian recruited from 
the neighborhood. The meetings provide a forum 
for exchanging information and identifying, ana-
lyzing and prioritizing problems in an area. Local 
crime maps, lists of the most frequent crimes on 
the beat, and other informational materials are 
distributed at the meetings, following a printed 
agenda. There is always a discussion of what has 
happened with regard to issues raised at the last 
meeting, and this provides a bit of community 
oversight of police activity. The new business seg-
ment of the meetings focuses on identifying new 
issues and debating whether they are general 
problems or just the concern of one resident. Beat 
meetings are also a very convenient place to dis-
tribute announcements about upcoming commu-
nity events, circulate petitions, and call for 
volunteers to participate in action projects. 
Importantly, they also provide occasions for resi-
dents and the officers who work in the area and 
will likely answer their calls to get acquainted.

One very important evaluation question was, 
‘What actually goes on at beat meetings?’ 
This was a difficult and expensive question to 
answer. Because they are held night after night in 
hundreds of locations all over the city, it is hard 
even for the police department to know what is 
going on. An officer who attends fills out a brief 
form reporting the number of people who came 
and summarizes what was talked about, but 
not much information is recorded, and other 
observers might have a different view of what 
transpired. Our city-wide surveys asked respond-
ents if they had attended a beat meeting in the past 
year, and in a typical year about 22 percent of 
adult Chicagoans indicated they had. The surveys 
found that a very large majority of them thought 
the meetings were useful and led to improvements 
in their neighborhood, but they could tell us 
few details about how the meetings actually 
functioned.

In order to examine the dynamics of beat meet-
ings more closely, observers working on the 
evaluation attended hundreds of them between 
1995 and 2002. They completed forms recording 
specific details about the sessions, including 
where it was located and how long it lasted. They 
counted the number of police and residents who 
attended, by race and sex. They reported on the 
languages that were spoken and the kinds of 
printed materials that were distributed. Using a 
checklist, they noted the issues that were raised by 
residents during the course of the meeting. They 
noted which participants identified problems and 
solutions to problems that were discussed. The 
observers were trained to make judgments about 
such matters as how effectively police and civilian 
leaders conducted the meetings, and they classi-
fied the roles played by police and other city 
employees. The previous description of what hap-
pens at beat meetings was drawn from the result-
ing data.

In addition, we surveyed participants at the 
meetings on several occasions. At a prearranged 
moment the observers rose, explained who they 
were, and distributed questionnaires to both the 
police and residents who were in attendance. In 
1998, observers attended one meeting each in 253 
beats and surveyed 5,293 residents and 1,050 
officers. In 2002 they observed two or three (if we 
could) meetings in each of a random sample of 
130 beats, and surveyed 3,495 residents and 643 
officers. A 1995 study involved 161 beats clus-
tered in selected districts. The surveys asked about 
conditions in the beat, the quality of local police 
service, resident involvement in CAPS-related 
activities, how frequently they attended the meet-
ings, and assessments of the meetings they had 
attended. The questionnaires for residents were 
available in both English and Spanish.
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In the field, we found that, at the average meet-
ing, about one-third of those in attendance were 
there for the first time, another third reported 
attending two to three meetings in the past year, 
and the remainder were loyal participants. But 
because they came frequently, the latter group 
accounted for a very large percentage of those 
who showed up in the course of a year. Compared 
to census reports on the composition of the beats, 
frequent attenders were older, did not have as 
many children at home, were more often retired, 
and were more likely to be long-term residents 
and homeowners. In short, there was an ‘estab-
lishment bias’ of major proportions in beat meet-
ing involvement. However, a comparison of 
participants’ ratings of neighborhood problems 
with the findings of surveys of residents of the 
same beat found that the meetings actually repre-
sented the interests of their ‘constituencies’ fairly 
well. We concluded that this was because ‘small is 
beautiful’. Chicago’s beats are small in population 
and geographically compact. Some of the resi-
dents attending meetings may be college gradu-
ates and others high school dropouts, but they still 
walk to the same bus or train stop and shop at the 
same supermarket. They pass by the same graffiti-
clad schools and abandoned automobiles. Living 
together, their fates are linked to those of their 
neighbors despite differences among them.

Broadly focused problem solving

One of the most interesting aspects of community 
policing is that police departments find that they 
must take on a much broader range of issues than 
they did before, a consequence of opening them-
selves up to public input. At community meetings 
residents complain about bad buildings, noise and 
people draining their car radiators at the curb, not 
just about burglary. If police reply, ‘But that’s not 
our responsibility’, and try to move on, no one 
will come to the next meeting. As a result, they 
need to find partners that can help them. These 
frequently include city departments responsible 
for health, housing, garbage collection, and even 
street lighting. From the beginning, the delivery of 
services in Chicago was linked to community 
policing. Procedures were developed to link agen-
cies to requests for assistance from the beat teams 
and in response to complaints lodged at beat meet-
ings. Officers were able quickly to mobilize build-
ing inspectors, street cleaners and repair trucks, 
and other city resources. They could easily get 
abandoned cars towed away, empty buildings 
boarded up, and vacant lots cleared of trash. 
Department employees orchestrate neighborhood 
cleanups and graffiti paint-outs by volunteers and 
city workers, and take note of burned-out street 

lights and trees that needed trimming. Police dis-
tricts have ‘problem-buildings officers’ who inven-
tory dilapidated and abandoned structures and 
track down property owners for civil prosecution 
over building, health, fire, sanitation, and business-
license violations. This broad focus led us to 
include measures of physical deterioration on our 
checklist of program outcomes.

One of our tools for identifying changes in 
neighborhood conditions was a large-scale survey 
that involved interviewing, and later re-interview-
ing, randomly selected samples of residents. We 
were able to do this early on, before the program 
began, and then again while it was in operation in 
only a few police districts. The re-interviews thus 
enabled us to measure changes that took place fol-
lowing the introduction of the program, and in 
addition to compare those to over-time changes in 
areas where the program had yet to be introduced 
(there is more on this later). The surveys were 
conducted by telephone. This was principally a 
budgetary matter, but telephone surveys have 
advantages. We were able to re-contact sample 
numbers many times (as many as 22 times), ena-
bling us to reach mobile and frequently-not-at-
home individuals. We could also afford to 
re-contact households that initially refused to be 
involved in the study. Very importantly, it could be 
dangerous for interviewers to walk the streets of 
many of the neighborhoods we were studying, and 
evaluation staff safety considerations were always 
at the top of our checklists.

There are many advantages to two-wave sur-
veys, in particular that they directly measure 
individual-level changes in attitudes and self-
reported behavior. However, they typically suffer 
from significant attrition. Americans move fre-
quently, especially so in high crime areas and 
immigrant communities, so the capacity of tele-
phone surveys to successfully re-contact survey 
respondents after an extensive period of time is 
always limited. Across all areas we successfully 
contacted and re-interviewed 59 percent of the 
original survey respondents, which was about 
normal for paired interviews over an 18-month 
interval. We were least likely to find and re-
interview Latinos, who are the youngest and most 
mobile component of the city’s population. We 
adjusted the survey data to account for this attri-
tion in several ways: by weighting the data we did 
collect using census estimates of the total 
population, and by controlling for the under-
representation of groups in the statistical analysis.

A key role for the surveys was to gauge possi-
ble changes in the extent of crime, disorder and 
decay problems in each area. A survey is a good 
instrument for doing so, for many of the problems 
that concern residents are not captured by official 
record-keeping systems or are very poorly 
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recorded when they are. For example, street drug 
dealing appears in official statistics only when 
arrests are made, and arrest numbers simply did 
not reflect the wide-open street drug markets that 
plagued several of our study neighborhoods. 
Graffiti is only rarely reported to police (most 
people do not connect it with making an emer-
gency 911 call), and before CAPS began it was 
not dealt with even when they did call. No one in 
Chicago kept official statistics on problems like 
junk-strewn vacant lots and loose garbage in the 
alleys, but these concerned residents of some of 
the study neighborhoods a great deal. Using sur-
veys enabled us to gather uniform and comparable 
measures of a broad mix of problems. Respondents 
were quizzed about a long list of specific issues 
that we anticipated would be problems in various 
parts of the city. Neighborhood residents were 
asked to rate each of them as ‘a big problem’, 
‘some problem’ or ‘no problem’. In addition, the 
surveys also measured the victimization experi-
ences of those we questioned. This enabled us to 
assess changes in crimes like burglary, vandalism, 
street robbery, and auto theft. Because personal 
crime and car theft could take place virtually any-
where, the surveys had asked victims if the inci-
dent took place in their neighborhood or not, so 
this could be accounted for.

We also examined time-series trends in offi-
cially reported crime. Surveys in the five proto-
type districts found that auto thefts, burglary, and 
assault were among the public’s top concerns, and 
we could track both official crime figures and 
survey reports of victimization by these crimes. 
This was not easy. In the early 1990s police data-
bases were a mess. Department records were 
maintained on an aging mainframe computer and 
stored on reels of computer tape that kept break-
ing. Information on such vital points as the 
address of the offence was keyed in haphazardly, 
with many variations in spelling and abbrevia-
tions. We had to individually clean up many thou-
sands of computer records for the early 1990s, 
before the department made our life simpler by 
acquiring a modern computer and database 
system.

The surveys documented the disparate charac-
ter of community priorities across the five proto-
type areas. Only two problems were of virtually 
universal concern: street drug dealing was nomi-
nated among the top four problems in every area, 
and ‘shooting and violence by gangs’ was a lead-
ing problem in four of the five prototypes. Gangs 
and drugs are challenging issues that lay near the 
core of the city’s crime problems in the 1990s. 
They present a difficult target for community 
policing and, indeed, policing strategies of any 
style. Otherwise, a wide range of problems were 
identified as particularly troubling, and many 

issues that loomed large in some areas were 
scarcely problems at all in other districts. In two 
areas car vandalism was near the top of the list, 
and in two others household vandalism ranked 
high. Auto theft, burglary, disruptions around 
schools, abandoned buildings and ‘vacant lots 
filled with trash and junk’ each stood near the top 
of the list in at least one district.

ISSUES DRIVING THE EVALUATION 
DESIGN

Chicago is large yet divided

The central city itself if home to almost three mil-
lion residents, but most look to their immediate 
neighborhoods and identity groups when they 
decide how they are faring. The city is particularly 
segregated by race, and the racial composition of 
the city’s neighborhoods provides a template that 
describes the distribution of almost every social 
ill. In 2009, African-Americans constituted about 
35 percent of the population. A majority of them 
are poor, for beginning in the 1970s many better-
off blacks migrated to close-in suburbs on the 
fringe of the city, searching for nicer, safer hous-
ing and schools. About 30 percent of the popula-
tion is white. They are divided roughly evenly by 
lifestyle, with younger, more affluent and college-
educated whites clustering by the lakeshore, while 
blue-collar and lower-middle class whites cling to 
the far reaches of the city proper, far from Lake 
Michigan. During the mid-2000s, Latinos passed 
whites to become the second largest group in the 
city. Along with a far-smaller number of Asians 
they are the only group that is growing, and it is 
quite possible that by 2012 or so Latinos will sur-
pass African-Americans and become the largest 
group in the city. They are divided by immigration 
status. The numbers of newcomers and second-
generation or more Latinos are both growing rap-
idly, but the flood of immigrants that came to 
Chicago from Mexico in the 1990s and 2000s has 
had the greatest impact on the growth of dense, 
Spanish language barrios (neighborhoods) around 
the city’s core.

The contested nature of the city shaped the 
evaluation in fundamental ways. First, it was clear 
that we had to be able to be able to speak sepa-
rately to the concerns of major population groups. 
They faced different problems, and the commu-
nity activists and politicians who represented 
them would only be interested in findings that 
related to their constituencies. Instead of watching 
the program unfold in a few selected places, the 
evaluation needed to be based on large samples of 
residents, activists, patrol officers and police 
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beats, so that the findings could describe general 
trends in Chicago and have enough detail to break 
out what was happening to its largest groups. 
While in-depth studies of individual neighbor-
hoods, police teams or specific problem solving 
efforts might have been informative, it would 
have been difficult for us to conduct them in a suf-
ficient number and variety of locations. What 
people wanted to know was what happened in 
their neighborhoods, or at least in their kind of 
community.

The contested character of the city also made it 
imperative that the evaluation consider the dis-
tributive consequences of community policing, 
and not just its overall impact. I knew from experi-
ence that community policing threatens to become 
polarized. Policing by consent can be difficult in 
places where the community is fragmented by 
race, class and lifestyle. If, instead of trying to 
find common interests in this diversity, the police 
deal mainly with elements of their own choosing, 
they will appear to be taking sides. It is very easy 
for them to focus on supporting those with whom 
they get along best and whose outlook they share. 
But as a result, the ‘local priorities’ that they rep-
resent will be those of some in the community, but 
not all. My evaluation of community policing 
projects in Houston found that the way in which 
programs in various areas were run favored whites, 
homeowners and established interests in the com-
munity. Police worked well with members of those 
groups, but less affluent residents did not hear 
about the programs and did not participate in them. 
The positive effects of community policing turned 
out to be confined to whites and homeowners; 
African-Americans and Latinos saw no visible 
change in their lives. As a result of this experi-
ence, at every turn we considered the possibility 
of differential outcomes by race and class.

Concern about distributional issues proved to 
be well founded. The main findings of the evalua-
tion were reflected in the subtitle of my 2006 
book, A Tale of Three Cities. In a nutshell, blacks, 
whites and Latinos began the program facing diff-
erent problems, and their communities went in 
different directions over the course of the next 
decade. Conditions were initially worst in the 
city’s African-American neighborhoods, but 
things improved there a great deal and they saw 
the most benefits from the program. Beat meeting 
participation was highest in black neighborhoods, 
and crime there dropped most. Satisfaction with 
police performance rose by 14 percentage points 
among generally skeptical blacks. Whites, on the 
other hand, were already well off, and there was 
not much room for them to show many gains. 
They could already get things done when they 
needed, through strong neighborhood organiza-
tions and political channels, and they were already 

friendly with the police. But over the course of the 
1990s things grew worse in the city’s predomi-
nately Latino neighborhoods, and by the 2000s 
they were by some measures worse off than the 
blacks. The influx of immigrants from Mexico 
drove down wages and levels of education and 
home ownership. The Latino community cleaved 
in two during the 1990s. The poorer, more disor-
ganized and immigrant segment grew faster and 
became more concentrated in new city barrios. 
Awareness of CAPS actually declined among 
Latinos, and few got involved in the program. In 
the end, the inability of the city to engage with its 
large and fast-growing immigrant Latino popula-
tion was the biggest shortfall of community polic-
ing in Chicago. Police faced challenges thrown up 
by demographic turmoil and globalization of the 
economy in their own back yard, and they did not 
make much headway.

The evaluation was not an ‘experiment’

Experiments, strictly speaking, demand a great 
deal of control on the part of the researcher. 
Experimenters must be able to control where or 
who gets the program, and they use this power to 
assign their subjects at random to program and 
control groups. They also control the intervention 
itself, determining who gets what ‘treatment’ and 
how much of it (the ‘dosage’) they receive. It is 
the ability of researchers to control who receives 
how much of what treatment, and thus to make 
unambiguous claims about their causal effects, 
that grants ‘gold standard’ status to randomized 
experiments in the social sciences. We had none of 
these powers.

What we had instead was a fairly brief time 
period – about 18 months – during which the 
police would be trying out their program plan in a 
few selected areas of the city, while in other places 
policing would continue as usual. They had devel-
oped a fairly elaborate plan for reorganizing the 
work of patrol officers and involving the public in 
identifying priority problems in their neighbor-
hood, but they did not know if it would work. So, 
in a wise move, they decided to try out the plan 
first in five of the city’s 25 police districts, a 
number that was selected because they thought 
they, and we, had the resources to monitor how 
well it would go there. These were officially 
dubbed ‘prototype’ districts, to connote that the 
program there was still a work in progress. The 
prototypes kept their existing personnel and lead-
ership; in the words of one department executive, 
they did not ‘stack the deck in favor of success’, 
for they knew that once the program encompassed 
the entire city it had to work with the people and 
talent that the department already had.
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However, the sheer size of the city ensured that 
this stage of the evaluation would still be large in 
scope. If just the five police districts in which the 
program was first tested had been independent, 
they would have been one of the larger cities in the 
US. Together, more people lived in the prototypes 
than in the city of Seattle, and they were only 
slightly outnumbered by the population of Boston. 
If the police officers in the five districts were to 
form their own department, it would have been far 
larger than the agencies serving the cities of 
Atlanta, Miami, Kansas City or New Orleans. The 
size and diversity of the prototype districts led us 
to anticipate that each district would evolve a 
somewhat different program over the course of the 
experimental period, because at the outset no one 
in Chicago had a clear idea about what commu-
nity policing should look like. This was another 
reason why the evaluation needed to speak sepa-
rately about each area, and about each area’s 
problems.

While the evaluation was not an experiment, 
the decision to work first in the prototypes at least 
gave us both program districts and (for a while) 
‘business-as-usual’ areas to work with. However, 
we had no power to determine which parts of the 
city would be involved at the outset. By a few 
months before the process was to begin, word 
about it had spread among community activists 
and political leaders, and everyone wanted to be 
first. The final call as to which districts would be 
among the prototypes was determined by City 
Hall. One district that was not on the candidate list 
submitted by the police department was inserted 
by the mayor after behind-the-scenes maneuver-
ing by powerful politicians and by well-connected 
community activists who besieged him, demand-
ing that their districts be selected. In this district, 
our first survey found that burglary was the top-
ranked neighborhood problem, but that only 10 
percent of residents gave it a high rating. There 
was not much room for improvement on many of 
our outcome measures in this fairly well-off com-
munity. However, between them the five districts 
did represent a range of communities that also 
included some of the city’s worst-off African-
Americans and dense concentrations of recent 
immigrants, giving us enough variation to work 
with.

A next step was to select sections of the city 
which closely matched the newly announced pro-
gram areas. The matching factors for selecting 
these were race, home ownership, and features of 
the housing stock such as the percentage of resi-
dents living in single family or high-rise build-
ings. Crime rates were not used for matching 
purposes – it is bad practice to ‘match on the 
dependent variable’ – but each pair of evaluation 
areas turned out to have similar levels of officially 

recorded crime. Because they were far from ran-
domly selected, we dubbed these ‘comparison’ 
areas. In a true experiment the comparison areas 
would have been the ‘control groups’ against 
which changes in the program areas could be 
compared, and the areas would be almost exactly 
similar. However, none of these areas were ran-
domly selected and they each had a distinctive 
character, population, and history. Because the 
match of each experimental and comparison area 
was imperfect, if the program was received differ-
ently among various social groups (say, by race or 
social class) the population mixes of the areas 
might account for some of the changes that we 
interpreted as effects of the program. So too could 
unique local events and other neighborhood fac-
tors that might influence either the experimental 
or comparison areas, but not both. We patched up 
these design flaws as well as we could, by moni-
toring events in the program and comparison areas 
and statistically controlling for some of the 
remaining race and class differences between 
residents of the paired communities. The com-
parison areas were selected so each included parts 
of at least three police districts, so that we could 
adjust at least some of our data for any independ-
ent community policing efforts that district com-
manders might decide to put in place during the 
course of the first year of the program. We could 
not control our ‘control groups’ either.

In the evaluation, the comparison areas were 
the ‘counterfactual’. Changes over time in condi-
tions in the comparison areas were used to repre-
sent what would have happened in the 
experimental districts if there had been no pro-
gram. This is a far stronger research design than a 
simple ‘before-and-after’ description of trends 
over time in program areas. With before-and-after 
designs one has no idea what other factors may 
have contributed to changes that occurred; these 
might include the weather, general economic con-
ditions, the coverage of crime and the police in the 
media, or even other programs or the efforts of 
other agencies. Changes over time in the matched 
comparison areas provided a benchmark against 
which changes in the program areas could be con-
trasted.

A significant feature of this evaluation is that 
we were afforded the luxury of being able to 
organize the evaluation and gather baseline data 
before the program began. This is often not the 
case. More typically, evaluations are almost an 
afterthought, and they are funded and begun after 
the agony and excitement of getting the program 
into the field has worn off. We had to hurry, but 
planning for the evaluation began almost four 
months before the program was launched, and we 
were able to gather enough money from private 
foundations and the federal government to staff 
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the study, select the comparison areas, and con-
duct large surveys in the program and comparison 
neighborhoods before it began. The result is that 
we could field something approximating a ‘quasi-
experimental’ evaluation: there were before-and-
after measures of the presumed outcomes of the 
program in both program and comparison areas 
(see Shadish et al., 2002).

We found modest but consistently positive 
effects of community policing. In the surveys, the 
extent of neighborhood physical decay was meas-
ured by ratings of the extent of vacant lots filled 
with trash and junk, abandoned cars, abandoned 
buildings and graffiti. Decay went down signifi-
cantly in the three most troubled experimental 
areas. For two of these there was no parallel 
decline in matched comparison areas, and for the 
third district there was a smaller although still 
significant decline in the comparison area as well 
as the experimental area. In the worst-off area we 
studied, residents themselves prioritized two 
physical decay problems among their top four 
concerns. Both were the targets of concerted 
efforts by the police there, and both declined by a 
very substantial margin. The other two experi-
mental areas were better off, and they were visibly 
cleaner and in better repair even before CAPS 
began. Respondents in one of those districts iden-
tified graffiti as a top-four problem, but it did not 
decline significantly there during the months after 
the program began. There were two measures of 
social disorder in the evaluation. Disorder in and 
around schools was identified by respondents in 
one district as a top-four problem, and over the 
course of the evaluation it declined noticeably but 
not significantly; there were no changes in the 
matched comparison area. Likewise, vandalism to 
parked cars declined but not significantly in 
another experimental area, but did not decline at 
all in its comparison area. The program led to a 
reduction in other forms of crime in three of the 
five areas. As measured by surveys, crime dropped 
in all five police districts, but did not all outpace 
trends in some of the matched comparison areas. 
Gang and drug problems declined significantly in 
three districts. For example, in the worst-off dis-
trict, reports of serious street drug markets dropped 
from 62 to 49 percent, and from 66 to 53 percent 
in the next-worst areas. Officially recorded auto 
theft, burglary, robbery and assault generally 
declined (or remained stable) in parallel with the 
survey findings.

We also had to deal with the issue of displace-
ment. This was the possibility that the introduc-
tion of new policing strategies to some extent 
pushed problems elsewhere, out of the program 
areas. While there was evidence of significant 
declines in a wide range of problems in Chicago’s 
experimental police districts, there lingered the 

possibility that some were simply displaced else-
where rather than truly being resolved. The pos-
sibility of displacement questions the results of 
virtually every crime prevention program, but 
rarely are researchers in a good position to moni-
tor this possible outcome. The possibilities for 
displacement are numerous. Depending on the 
problem, displacement might be geographical: the 
program may push it into another neighborhood, 
or somewhere down the highway. However, an 
effective program might instead displace a prob-
lem in time, to a period when residents or police 
are not patrolling; or, offenders might switch to 
another type of crime, with no guarantee that the 
neighborhood will be better off due to their taking 
up a new line of work.

Of all these possibilities, we were able to con-
sider only the possibility of geographical displace-
ment, and then only tentatively. To monitor 
displacement we identified the program areas in 
which problems that we judged to be the most 
displaceable – gang violence, street drug sales, 
and street crime – declined significantly. We then 
identified potential displacement zones around 
these program districts that were areas where we 
had also conducted evaluation surveys (they were 
parts of the comparison areas for this study). 
Those potential displacement areas were defined 
as the first two tiers of census tracts along the 
borders of the prototype areas. The survey 
responses of those who lived in potential displace-
ment areas were contrasted with those of respond-
ents living deeper in the comparison areas and 
were presumably less vulnerable to geographical 
displacement.

We then examined Wave 1–Wave 2 changes in 
gang violence, street drug sales, and street crime, 
accounting separately for changes in the proto-
types, the potential displacement zones, and the 
(now shrunken) comparison areas. We examined 
change scores for the three areas and statistically 
combined all of the data. In no case was there 
evidence of a significant increase in drug, gang or 
street crime problems in a potential displacement 
zone. If anything, there was a hint of a diffusion of 
benefit rather than displacement of crime (see 
Clarke and Weisburd, 1998). In the aggregate, 
gang problems went up in the relevant comparison 
areas, but remained steady in the displacement 
zones near the prototypes. Street crime remained 
steady in the comparison areas, but went down in 
the displacement zones. There were no apparent 
shifts in drug problems, other than their signifi-
cant decline in the prototype districts. While none 
of the gang or street crime changes in the dis-
placement zones were statistically significant, the 
number of survey respondents living in the poten-
tial displacement areas was not large, so we 
were not tempted to claim that the benefits of 
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community policing spilled over from the 
prototypes into surrounding areas, but that hypoth-
esis was at least as credible as fears about 
displacement.

CAPS had few formal goals

One goal of community policing is to open depart-
ments up to local input so that they can effectively 
discern differences in problems and priorities 
among neighborhoods, and to tailor their opera-
tions to respond appropriately. Chicago’s policing 
plan did not specify particular targets for the pro-
gram, or anticipate how much impact it might 
have. Our life as evaluators would have been 
much simpler if the department’s leadership had 
announced goals and target figures – say, a 20 
percent reduction in household burglary – but they 
did not. This reflected the bottom-up approach to 
policing they were developing. The planners’ 
vision was that teams of officers meeting and 
working with the public would identify different 
kinds of problems, and differing priorities for 
them, in the city’s many communities. The goal 
was to be ‘responsive’ to what they turned up, and 
to find effective ways to deal with it. Our 
evaluation in turn needed to be responsive to this 
agenda.

To establish whether CAPS successfully 
addressed priority neighborhood issues, the evalu-
ation focused on the issues identified by neighbor-
hood residents themselves as the most serious 
problems facing their communities. Our first 
analysis of the impact of the program examined 
the four biggest problems that residents of each 
area nominated in their first interview. We then 
compared them to ratings given the same issues 
more than a year later. This analysis let residents 
set the agenda for the evaluation through their 
expressions of concern about neighborhood con-
ditions. Focusing on a fixed number of problems 
in each area helped protect us against random 
fluctuations in the measures. In the Chicago study 
there were five program areas, but several dozen 
outcome measures. If we looked at changes in 
every measure in every area, some differences 
almost inevitably would be due to chance fluctua-
tions in the measures. This would be true whether 
the outcomes were measured by surveys or by 
official statistics, so disciplining ourselves by 
looking only at a clearly defined set of ‘priority’ 
problems was important.

A largely unstated goal of CAPS was to improve 
the image of the police in the city’s poor neighbor-
hoods. As in many cities, Chicago police faced a 
‘legitimacy deficit’ of major proportions, and their 
more sophisticated executives knew that this was 
undermining their effectiveness. Shootings by 

police and charges of brutality were commonplace 
in African-American neighborhoods, and our first 
survey found very large gaps between whites, 
blacks and Latinos in their evaluations of the qual-
ity of police service. Memories of the 1991 
Rodney King episode – visions of a black man 
being pummeled by a large number of officers in 
Los Angeles while a video camera rolled – were 
still vivid in 1992 and 1993 when discussions took 
place in City Hall about what to do about policing 
in Chicago.

The surveys enabled us to track changes in the 
perceived quality of police service delivered to the 
experimental and comparison areas. We asked 
respondents to rate the performance of the police 
on several dimensions: on their effectiveness (at 
keeping order, reducing crime and helping vic-
tims), responsiveness (to community concerns and 
the problems that bother people, plus working 
together with residents) and demeanor (are they 
fair, polite, concerned and helpful?). We also 
questioned them about their recent contacts with 
the police, and asked those who had called or been 
stopped by the police to rate their effectiveness 
and the fairness with which they had been treated. 
Because views of the police are deeply divided by 
race and class, our analysis paid close attention to 
differences among social groups in this regard.

Before community policing began, almost two-
thirds of the respondents already averaged a posi-
tive score on the police demeanor index. In 
general, whites perceived that police treated 
people well even in the early 1990s, and there was 
not much room for improvement. However, posi-
tive perceptions of police demeanor rose by about 
10 percentage points among both Latino and 
African-American respondents and ended on a 
high note. Perceptions of police responsiveness to 
community concerns improved steadily. Perceived 
responsiveness went up the most among African-
Americans and Latinos, rising by almost 20 per-
centage points between 1993 and 1999. The 
views of whites, which were more positive even 
before CAPS began, improved by about 10 per-
centage points. Finally, at the outset Chicagoans 
were mostly negative in their views of how well 
police performed their traditional tasks. Over 
time, the index measuring this aspect of police 
service improved significantly, rising from a low 
of 36 percent in 1994 to a high of 51 percent in 
2003. Note, however, that for all of these changes, 
opinion gaps between the races closed not at all. 
While positive trends were apparent, racial polari-
zation around policing issues changed hardly at 
all. A decade after the program began, the contrast 
between the general optimism of whites and the 
still-widespread pessimism of African-Americans 
was almost as large in 2003 as it had been in the 
beginning.
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Our role as evaluators in creating goals for the 
program is best illustrated by our effort to evaluate 
beat meetings. Following a series of reports indi-
cating that program implementation was faltering, 
new meeting requirements were announced that 
matched line-by-line the evaluation criteria that 
we had developed to assess them. Meetings were 
required to have printed agendas, and crime maps 
and city service reports were to be distributed 
each time. Distinct segments of the meetings were 
to be devoted to reviewing progress on problems 
identified at past meetings and on new crime and 
disorder problems. Participants were to identify 
tasks to be performed and a timetable, and officers 
sought volunteers from the group and assigned 
them jobs. Both the beat team sergeant and the 
managing lieutenant had to sign off on the official 
report that these things had taken place. If all the 
new requirements actually were met, a beat would 
have gotten a perfect score in our 1998 study, 
which concluded instead that they were meeting 
only half of their goals. This was no accident; beat 
meeting procedures were redesigned in order to 
get a perfect score from us, and also because our 
scoring criteria reflected the department’s unreal-
ized plan for them.

CONCLUSION

The structure of the CAPS evaluation was at all 
points driven by the nature of the program and the 
character of the city. Because we got involved 
before the program plan was even finalized, our 
evaluation team could gather pre-program base-
line information, a luxury that many studies of 
real-world, politically driven projects do not enjoy. 
The police department choose to phase in the 
implementation of the program so that they could 
fix any problems that emerged early, while they 
were still small in scale. This enabled us to con-
trast changes in the prototype districts with paral-
lel trends in matched areas of the city, drawing on 
data collected after the program had been in 
operation in a few communities. The large and 
diverse character of Chicago compelled us to 
design an evaluation that could encompass the 
entire city. Instead of watching the program 
unfold in a few selected places, the evaluation 
would be based on samples of residents, activists, 
patrol officers, and police beats representing the 
entire city, so that the findings could describe 
general trends in Chicago and what was happen-
ing in its three major communities.

The evaluation continued, and over the years 
we learned a great deal about the operation of key 
elements of community policing. This included 
how to gain the attention of the community 

through effective marketing and what it took to 
run a productive beat meeting; the organizational 
and leadership factors associated with effective 
neighborhood problem solving; and what did not 
work (for mostly it did not) when it came to 
involving the city’s new immigrants in community 
policing. However, the strongest conclusions 
about whether the program itself caused changes 
in quality of life, fear of crime, and confidence in 
the police in the city’s neighborhoods come from 
the first two years of the study.

Was Chicago’s effort a success? In Skogan and 
Hartnett (1997) we put Chicago’s accomplish-
ments in context by comparing the results of our 
impact analyses with evaluation findings from 
other cities. By this accounting, Chicago’s success 
rate was about that of other cities that have con-
ducted carefully evaluated community policing 
programs.

The baseline for this comparison was a review 
of a large stack of largely unpublished community 
policing evaluations, which concluded that these 
interventions had a success rate of just over 
50 percent (Skogan, 1994). The reviewed projects 
targeted victimization, fear of crime, drug mar-
kets, and the perceived quality of police service. 
They were carried out in experimental neighbor-
hoods in Houston, Newark, Oakland, Birmingham, 
Madison and Baltimore. Each was evaluated using 
roughly the same approach that we employed in 
Chicago: matched comparison areas, two waves 
of resident surveys, and the analysis of census, 
crime, and other archival data. To give an example 
of the findings, fear of crime was a target in all of 
the projects, and it went down – probably as a 
result of the program – in half of them. Overall, 
compared to what happened in the comparison 
areas, positive changes were recorded in 27 of the 
51 outcomes that were monitored. That consti-
tuted a ‘success rate’ of 53 percent.

In Chicago there was evidence of program 
impact on nine of the 20 top priority problems, for 
a success rate of 45 percent. As described earlier, 
we also assessed the impact of CAPS on four 
clusters of outcome measures for each district: 
drug and gangs problems, serious crime problems, 
physical decay problems, and perceived police 
responsiveness to community concerns. 
There was evidence of significant program effects 
for 10 of the 20 clusters, for a success rate of 
50 percent.

Thus Chicago hit about the national mark. It 
fielded somewhat different community policing 
efforts of varying quality in five experimental 
districts; the programs in other cities also varied 
considerably in type and quality. Like in Chicago, 
some projects were well conceived and well exe-
cuted, while others did not get very far. In the 
aggregate they succeeded about half the time. 
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Whether a success rate for community policing of 
50 percent will be pronounced ‘a success’ or ‘a 
disappointment’ is a political rather than a research 
question. In Chicago it was viewed to be a consid-
erable success, and by early 1995 the program had 
expanded to encompass the entire city. Running 
on its popularity, the mayor who insisted on 
reforming policing has since been re-elected sev-
eral times, by widening margins and with increas-
ing support among African-American and Latino 
voters. The democratic processes by which people 
who initiate programs are held accountable is 
another way to assess their effectiveness, and by 
that measure CAPS was successful indeed.

NOTE

1 All of the reports and other published 
material from the evaluation can be found at: http://
skogan.org/ChicagoCAPS.htmlhttp://skogan.org/
ChicagoCAPS.html

RECOMMENDED READING

In addition to the material cited above, interested 
readers may wish to consult:

Foster, A. and Jones, C. (2010) ‘Nice to do’ and Essential: 
Improving Neighbourhood Policing in an English Police 
Force’ Policing: A Journal of Policy and Practice, 4, 395–402; 
for a study of the implementation of community policing in 
the UK.

Skogan, W. and Frydl, K, (eds) (2004) Fairness and 
Effectiveness in Policing: The Evidence. (Washington 
D.C., National Academies Press) for a comprehensive 
review of the field of police research in the United States.

Weisburd, D. and Braga, A. (eds) (2006) Police Innovation: 
Contrasting Perspectives (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press) for a set of eight ‘debates’ between lead-
ing police scholars over the implementation and effective-
ness of recent innovations in policing.
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